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Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) is an important problem for its various
applications. In general, approaches for MOT can be categorised into
two types, sequential ones and batch ones. Sequential ones utilise ob-
servations from frames up to the time while batch ones use observations
from all frames of a video. For the significant progresses achieved in
the pedestrian detection field, most existing work for MOT follows the
batch fashion (i.e. it employs a pedestrian detector to carry out detection
in each frame in advance, and then handles MOT as a data association
problem by treating the detection responses of all the frames as observa-
tions). However, little attention has been paid to detection and tracking of
multiple objects of an arbitrary type. In this paper, we tackle the problem
of tracking multiple objects without limitation of the typeof the objects.
Furthermore, we show how this problem can be formulated within the
Multiple Task Learning (MTL) framework [3].
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Figure 1: Task decomposition of our MOT problem.

By adopting the strategy of tracking-by-detection, we decompose our
problem into two main tasks, detection and tracking, and further decom-
pose the tracking task into multiple sub-tasks, each of which corresponds
to tracking an individual object. Fig. 1 shows the decomposition of our
task. In the stage of fulfilling the detection task, a binary detector is
learnt to detect objects in images. For the tracking task, multiple trackers
are learnt on top of the detector to trace detected objects insubsequent
frames. To prevent trackers from drifting away from targets, the detector
is utilised to anchor the trackers by the proposed Mean Regularised Joint
Feature Learning algorithm. At the same time, the trackers are jointly
learnt by sharing common features to capture the relatedness among mul-
tiple tasks. To further improve the performance, we use a smoothness
term which globally considers all the labelled and unlabelled data. In the
following, details of detection and tracking will be given.

The detection task is completed by posing it as a linear Laplacian
SVM [2] optimisation problem. We firstly reject some slidingwindows
which are impossible to be objects by the objectness measurement [1] to
accelerate the whole procedure. Then we construct a graph treating all
the samplesX as vertices and similarities among objects as edges. Let
us write the detector asf (x) = wT

0 x, then we have the following object
function to minimise,
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whereL is the Laplacian matrix calculated from the graph and{εi, i =
1,2, ...,nl} are slack variables. Following the primal-dual formulation, we
derive a quadratic optimisation problem as,
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whereQ = YT JT XT (2γ1I+2γ2XLXT )−1XJY, J = [I 0]T is an×nl ma-
trix with I as thenl ×nl identity matrix,Y = diag(y1, ...,ynl )∈R

nl×nl and

α = [α1, ...,αnl ]
T ∈R

nl are Lagrangian multipliers. Solving this problem
we can obtainα, and the detector isw0 = (2γ1I+2γ2XLXT )−1XJYα.
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Figure 2: Formulation of the MOT problem into MTL.

To track multiple objects, we formulate the problem within MTL
framework. The motivation for it can be illustrated by Fig 2.Writing
each tracker asft(x) = wT

t x and all the trackers[w1, · · · ,wT ] as a matrix
W ∈ R

d×T , we propose the Mean Regularised Joint Feature Learning al-
gorithm which minimises the following objective function with regard to
W,
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In the above function, the first term is the loss from labelleddata of
each task. In this termXt is the combination of labelled samples and un-
labelled samples for a sub-taskt, Jt is a matrix which chooses only the
labelled data to calculate the loss.Yt is the label vector of the taskt (we
give the neutral label 0 to the unlabelled data). The second term is the
joint feature learning term. We learn the features shared bymultiple tasks
via the penalty of‖W‖2,1, theℓ2,1 norm ofW. This regularisation term
can result in that only some rows ofW are non-zero, which correspond to
the features shared by all sub-tasks. The third term is the regularisation to
relate the two main tasks. This regularisation term benefitsthe trackers in
two aspects. Firstly, as‖wt‖

2 = ‖wt −w0+w0‖
2 ≤ ‖wt −w0‖

2+‖w0‖
2,

and we have minimised‖w0‖
2 in the detection stage, thus minimising

‖wt − w0‖
2 equals minimising‖wt‖

2, further improving the generali-
sation ability of each tracker. Secondly, this term can prevent trackers
from drifting to the background as we enforce each tracker tobe close
to the detector. The last term is the combination of smoothness for each
tracker/task.Lt is the Laplacian matrix associated with the graph of the
task t. This smoothness term enables the tracker to view the labelled
and unlabelled samples (candidates) together. This composite optimisa-
tion problem can be solved by adopting the Accelerated Gradient Method
(AGM) [4].

We test our approach on four challenging data sets (including a pub-
licly available data set) to evaluate its performance. Results compared
with our self baselines and some other counterparts show that the pro-
posed method significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.

Our conclusion is that by decomposing our problem into two main
tasks and representing their relation via the proposed MeanRegularised
Joint Feature Learning algorithm, we can effectively derive the desired
list of detected and tracked objects in frames.
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